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$1.9 Billion Research Infrastructure Investment Plan
NCI has welcomed the Government's response to the National Research
Infrastructure Roadmap, which includes $6.3 million funding in 2021-22 for the
long-term development and maintenance of NCI. Read more.

Fundamental molecular discovery
NCI Staff Scientist Dr Rika Kobayashi is coauthor on a research discovery the importance of
which has been likened to Louis Pasteur's
discovery of chirality. Read more.

NCI Commercial Partner receives major
award
Global water engineering company DHI and the
Port of Brisbane have been awarded the Smart
Infrastructure Project award for the world-leading
NCOS Online technology developed to help
manage large-vessel traffic in the Port. Read
more.

Join our team
NCI is now seeking a Staff Scientist
(Bioinformatics) to support growing requirements
in the area of user support and training, and
contribute to the development, implementation
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workflows. Read more.

Major Academy Award for Dr Rhodri Davies
NCI user Dr Rhodri Davies from ANU has been awarded the Anton Hales
Medal by the Australian Academy of Science for "outstanding contributions
to understanding solid Earth structure and evolution through the
development and implementation of powerful computational tools for
simulating geodynamical processes." Watch this animation produced by
the NCI VizLab team using research Dr Davies contributed to last year in a

Nature paper.

Procurement Update
The Request for Tender for the National Computational Infrastructure’s Australian
National Supercomputer Replacement Project has been released to the market. NCI
awaits with anticipation the opportunity to work with the successful tenderer during
2019 and beyond to deliver an internationally-competitive supercomputing capability,
tailored to the advancement of the innovation, ambition, and competitiveness of
Australian research.

Have questions? Need help?

Contact the NCI User Support
Team:
help.nci.org.au

Access NCI's User
Documentation portal:
opus.nci.org.au
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Team updates Raijin's software. This
month, 27 new applications were
installed, including:
amber/18
netcdf/4.6.1p
python/2.7.15
See the full list here.
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